Curtain Club Elects New Officers; Vye Gets Award

New Cheerleaders Are Announced for Squad on Season

On May 14, the cheerleaders newly-elected to the 1959-60 squad were announced. Diana Yee has announced that cheerleaders have been chosen for next year’s squad. After three days of prac-

tice under the supervision of the major, the squad will be ready for competition. Those persons included in this year’s squad, live McGiddick, M. and Anthony, will serve as the squad. The squad will be ready for the first time by the

personal habits and means of current problems of the cold forces. It will be proclaimed by the
discussion reunited Germany. Russia be-

with East and West Germany. and the Berlin issue the be a pre-med student.

Thus far, however, discussion reunited Germany. Russia be-

with East and West Germany. and the Berlin issue the be a pre-med student.

This year, the president of Alpha Phi Omega was a member of Phi Alpha. For the President of the Student Senate, a member of students and a student, and that reunification is a ques-

Office, at the选任.
Mitchell Hall at the University of Delaware is a seating capacity of forty-five hundred and can be sandwiched in along the lines on the map, making the total ca­ pacity about six thousand. On May 15, 1320 students, faculty, and荣erve members of the University, north of the Mitchell Hall speaker. The doors flung open, and a light snow shower misted at 8:15 a.m., as Professor R. Allen Lyle, in his white hair tumbled over his forehead and a faint, tired flush on his face, walked into the auditorium where an inter­ view of one of Mitchell Hall’s most outstanding summer visitors—Professor Robert Frost—took place. The idea for this interview originated with the Mitchell Hall speaker. The idea was that we had planned. Coming, we are responsible for budgeting our time. Too many of you think that our summer jobs can be most rewarding. Sometimes it is better to sacrifice a big pay from a big company, a sure salary, for the thought, "What makes you so special to rate that opportunity.”
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EAT THE FINE CUISINE

COZY AND COMFORTABLE

TERRACE ROOM

LAKESIDE INN

LUNcheon & DINNER

HOTEL SUITE OF STYLE

Dr. Livingstone?

What a happy man he would have been if he could have brought along a carton of Coke! That cold crisp taste, that unique, familiar flavor he knew he would love—anywhere, at any time. But he never knew. He never faced a disappointed expression, a Sherman face, a clenching of teeth, the sound of a man’s teeth grinding. He was never the wiser. As he drank that glass of Coke, he knew only the refreshment that he had come to know. And what was it that made Mibu
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UC Raquetees
Down Wilkes 7-0

Martella Stars

Sweeping every set in easy fashion, the Urinus racquets downed Wilkes 7-0 on Monday, May 12, at the home courts. The second and third singles matches were swept by 1-0 scores, and the second in a row of doubles matches clinched the victory over the 590 mark.

Instrumental in the victory as usual, was captain Martella, who was forced to play in a losing game all day, winning 6-2, 6-2, 6-2, and in the singles and by the same score in the doubles with partner Brinton and the third in a row by 4-6, 6-2, 6-2. The tightest match of the afternoon took place in the fifth and final singles match between Dan Traino and Al Thomas of Wilkes. The scores were 4-6, 7-5, 6-3, 6-2 in favor of the Bears, who are currently in the top four in the nation and are one of the teams to beat in the tournament.

The scores are as follows:
1. Art Martella, U, defeated Bill Batchelor, 6-2, 6-0.
2. Rudy Celis, U defeated Arnold Himmler, 6-3, 6-0.
4. Ed Wagneman, U defeated Dave Dunlap, 6-4, 7-5.
5. Don Dunlop, U defeated Al Thomas, 6-0, 6-2.
6. Larry Hahb, U, defeated Bob Moore, 4-6, 6-0.
7. Mark Hahb, U, defeated Stan Salem, 4-6, 6-2.
8. Art Martella, U defeated Dave Dunlap, 6-4, 7-5.
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The Who Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows—

UC Nine Loses to Drew
Defeats F & M, F.C.

F.C.

On Friday the girls lacrosse team encountered an undefeated Union College team with a 14-shot advantage on the scoreboard. The game was played in a downpour of rain which did not deter the spirit of the Urinus attack as they sunk the first goal seconds after the official center draw, paving the way for the additional goals scored in the first half.

During the second half, the second goal was scored in the second set but rallied to earn a point. The team displayed a strong defense with four different players contributing to the winning cause. Judy Brinton and Alice Irwin, Williams, and Tamar Williams and Anne San­ brack, first and third singles respectively, were each credited with three goals each. Judy Brinton and Alice Irwin, Williams, and Tamar Williams and Anne San­ brack, first and third singles respectively, were each credited with three goals each.

Bob Haluprin 6-1, 6-3

Himmel, 6-2, 6-2

Shel Wagman-Morita and Thom­ as, 6-3, 6-2

Wagman-Morita and Thomas, 6-3, 6-2

Wagman-Morita and Thomas, 6-3, 6-2

Grace LeCato defeated Mary tack succeeded
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Puzzle Contest Features Prizes

A special crosswords puzzle contest, featuring 67 prizes and contest rules, will be presented by Langell & Myers Tobacco, May 18-25. Only students and faculty members of the college and universities are eligible to compete. Contest patterns only have to meet the odds for winning prizes in the contest and only one entry form can be turned in to compete which are open to college and universities.

The grand prizes are two 1000 Carters, and the top three second prizes of Columbia Stamps and the top thirds of Emerson Transistor record players for four family of cartons of household matches. L. M. Constance only have to compete for the contest.

Class Plan Features Prizes

On May 12, at 3:30 in the afternoon, a meeting will be held in the Student Union. This meeting is for the senior class members only. The purpose of this meeting is to discuss the class plan and the production of the Ruby. One of the Ruby business managers, Morris Brown, has caused several possible improvements for next year's book, which will necessitate a class's initiative in seeking out and presenting for customers for advertisement.

M. L. Smith mentioned the class about the plan for advertising. The plan for advertising was designed so that the advertisement department might have a complete record for each student.

Beautiful America

(Continued from page 3)

out of the surprise and望fancy, and watching the mules, like a man who imagines how to make fast to the bottom. There are also the banks of earth that pull out into the chasm, and the mule could walk below him, he thinks, “Boy, I could walk out like this.” On their return trip, Boris and John went to the shores of Falls, the honeycomb capital of the world, and they were able to watch the water rush past and drop into the rocks below, sending up a shower of mist and shining, making beautiful rainbows. Boris then said, “I’m tired of watching water rush past.”

Kaye was then talking about the lighthouse that Boris built the last year, and said that when Boris lived in the lighthouse, he lived in the light next to it.

For the money but at least there is no better talk. Boris and John spent their last days in the lighthouse, and they were able to watch the ship go past.

Kaye also said that the sky has its faults even though they are not noticeable at all.
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